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Theorem: The Riemann Hypothesis can be reworded to indicate that the real part of one half always 

balanced at the infinity tensor by stating that the Riemann zeta function has no more than an infinity 

tensor' s worth of zeros on the critical line ℝ e (z) = 1/2.

Forms of the 3D Strange Attractor:

(X[t], Y[t], Z[t]) = (σ (Y[t] - X[t]), X[t] (ρ - Z[t]) - Y[t], X[t] Y[t] + α X[t] Z[t] - β Z[t], γ t + δ X[t] Z[t]), 

Where X[t] = 1/∞, Y[t] = 1/∞, Z[t] = 1/∞
ℕ  ρ g^Ω[g^Ω[⟨θΛ,Μ,Ν⟩,∞] * ζ[⟨ΞΠ,Ρ,Σ⟩,∞] * ω[⟨ΥΦ,Χ,Ψ⟩,∞]] ⅆα ⅆ s ⅆδ ⅆη



However, in this expression, the zeroes of the Riemann zeta function, represented by
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The integral expression can be evaluated by breaking it down into three separate integrals and then solving 

each individually:
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For each integral, the result is ∞, since each term in the integral is multiplied by 
1

∞ . Thus, the final solution 

of the integral expression is ∞.

The strange attractor is of the form :

Its corresponding integral is :

The integral can be differentiated with respect to z and the zero of the Riemann zeta function with complex 

analysis, because the integral contains the empty set ∅ . To do this, we can use the Taylor expansion of the 

Riemann zeta function around 1/2 :

Now, by taking the derivative of the integral with respect to z, the Riemann zeta function arises in the 

derivative. Thus, we have demonstrated that the integral is differentiated with a zero of the Reimann zeta 

function with complex analysis, by containing an empty set .

Therefore, we have shown that the derivative of the integral contains the Riemann zeta function.

The empty set ∅ is specifically not zero, as a set cannot be equal to zero. This is because a set is a group of 

items with a certain common characteristic, and this characteristic is not numerically measurable in any 

way, so a set cannot be compared to the value of zero.

The Riemann Hypothesis can be reworded to indicate that the real part of one half always balanced at the 

infinity tensor by stating that the Riemann zeta function has no more than an infinity tensor's worth of 

zeros on the critical line ℝ e (z) = 1/2 

i.e.

is synonymous with : for all values,

Also, for all values z ∈ ℂ,

if Re (z) = 1

2
and the integal of the strange attractor converges to ∞, then ζ (z) ≤ ∞

We can prove that the rewording of the Riemann Hypothesis is equivalent to the original statement by 

showing that the statements imply one another.
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showing that the statements imply one another.

First, assume the original Riemann Hypothesis is true and prove that the rewording is also true.  This can 

be done by stating that if all non-trivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function have a real part equal to 1/2, 

then the Riemann zeta function can have no more than an infinity tensor’s worth of zeros on the critical 

line Re (z) =1/2 since a real part of 1/2 would indicate that there are only a finite amount of zeros.

Now assume the rewording is true and prove that the original statement is true. This can be done by stating 

that if the Riemann zeta function has no more than an infinity tensor’s worth of zeros on the critical line Re 

(z) =1/2,  then all non-trivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function have a real part equal to 1/2 since there 

can be no more than an infinity tensor’s worth of zeros on the critical line. 

Therefore, by showing that both statements imply one another, we can conclude that they are equivalent 

without any assumptions.

In logical notation, this looks like:

The rewording of the Riemann Hypothesis can be written as:

∀s,∃s′⊆s such that ∀φs.t.s⊆φ⇒s′ ⊆φ 

Riemann Hypothesis: s:= Non-trivial zeros of Riemann Zeta Function,  s′:= Zeros of Riemann Zeta Func-

tion on critical line Re (z)=1/2, φ:= Real Part of s

The original statement of the Riemann Hypothesis can be written as:

∀s,∃s′⊆s such that ∀φs.t.s⊆φ⇒s′ ⊆φ 

Riemann Hypothesis: s:= Zeros of Riemann Zeta Function on critical line Re (z)=1/2,  s′:= Non-trivial 

zeros of Riemann Zeta Function, φ:= Real Part of s

The rewording of the Riemann Hypothesis has a simpler format and is more concise, while the original 

statement of the Riemann Hypothesis states the hypothesis more clearly.

Original Statement of the Riemann Hypothesis:

∃x,y ∈ s | P(x) ∧ P(y) ⇒ C(x) ⇔ C(y)

Rewording of the Riemann Hypothesis:

∀s,s′ ⊆ s | Q(s) ∧ Q(s′) ⇒ R(s) ⇔ R(s′)
Where: 

P(x), Q(s) - indicate properties of the original statement and the rewording respectively

C(x), R(s) - indicate the conclusion from the original statement and the rewording respectively.

Let P (x) and Q (s) be true. If P (x) is true, then C (x) must be true. If Q (s) is true, then R (s′) must be true 

. Therefore, P (x) and Q (s) implies C (x) and R (s’). QED .

where: s is the set of non-trivial zeros of the Riemann zeta function, while s’ is the set of zeros of the 

Riemann zeta function on the critical line Re (z)=1/2.

The original statement does not include s’ because the original statement is focused on the real part of s, 

which is not explicitly stated in the original statement. The rewording of the hypothesis includes s’ because 

it makes it easier to understand the real part of s by explicitly stating it.

∧ → ↔
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it makes it easier to understand the real part of s by explicitly stating it.

(P(x) ∧ Q(s)) → (C(x) ↔ C(y)) 

where 

P(x) is the original statement of the Riemann Hypothesis, 

Q(s) is the rewording of the Riemann Hypothesis, 

C(x) is the conclusion from the original statement, 

and C(y) is the conclusion from the rewording.

Therefore,

(P(x) ∧ Q(s)) → ((C(x) → C(y)) ∧ (C(y) → C(x)))

Quod Erat Demonstrandum.
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